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The Oblivion

Back from a long hiatus…...



It has been a long time since the last issue was published. The burden of A levels and the work as Sub Editor on Alnoor

Magazine of FFC Grammar School left me out of time to work on Oblivion or any other of my projects. Finally with the

Alnoor 2013 published and distributed, I return to Oblivion with a whole new set of ideas. This time round we have a new

and long start of another serial related to High Fantasy Genre and I hope it will be as much fun as the Story of M Rafay.

Work on novelization of Apocali FFC is on going however “The Evil King’s of the Dark Paths”, “The Adventures of Leo Lion”

and “The Apocali FFC” are all mature projects now and I intend to work hard on them so it will be quiet a while before we

may get to read the complete tale. However the current project I am working on, “The Winter’s Tale” will be published

along side each issue of Oblivion and apart from Oblivion so that it is not restricted to magazines long breaks. This means

that you may get to see episode within weeks or months and certainly with the issue of Oblivion. In sha Allah. So I hope you

all enjoy the work done on FGS magazine Alnoor and this issue.



Editor
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Young Leader’s Conference

2013

10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 DRRRRRRRRRRRRRR…… KHALBALI!

And with this our YLC day began, each of which was a thrilling ride, that showed new faces with

each passing time. Young Leader’s Conference was a phenomenon which cannot be described in

mere few words, it was an experience which will have a life time effect on us. In just 7 days, how

YLC could manage to change so much in its attendees is remarkable. But then where there is a vision, everything is possible and the founder’s of YLC have a 200 year vision of a developed Pakistan with citizens who represent leadership traits. The skill to think and decide wisely and morals,

which govern our lives. I am very grateful to FFC CSR department for providing us with the opportunity to attend such an amazing phenomenon.



Day 1 : This is the only day I cannot recount whole events of since our flight was of evening and we arrived at

night at Dream World Resort on 26th of December 2013 exactly at the moment when dinner was in procession. The

teams had been made, the material had been distributed and we were at the moment completely confused what to

do. We were really hungry so we just picked up plates and started to eat. The real “Khalbali” began after the dinner

when we went inside the hall to learn it was the beginning of the games to earn points and the ones with the highest scores will get rooms while others tents. The participants were getting the instructions while we got sorted into

our groups and as soon the time came to me to me to join the group, the frenzy began. I remember being led by

one person to the next while the students did pushups, tried to snap photo of group while jumping or stack the tallest tower made of shoes of your group participants. In the end, when I was nearly driven to tears, finally one good

person at last found the YF (Young Facilitator) of my group and I joined my team RED 1. As the games ended, it was

time for Shireen Naqvi, Founding Director of School of Leadership (SOL), Pakistan’s Leading Youth Development Organization, to give all the participants a greeting sermon. Her lecture was a blast of fun, advice and invigoration of

youth. She told us that we have a lot of questions regarding us and our body. We are confused regarding so many

things taboo in our society. Sure there were some things which sparked controversy in the youth the next day but it

was one of the best lectures at YLC. One of the most important things she focused on was that we should be humble and thank Allah as much as we can and meditate. She told us 4 qualities of the Mud from which we are made,

and the most important of those was :Mud always comes down so we should be humble in our life since that is

the quality of the material we are made of. We must embrace all these qualities if we have to become truly human. Finally it was time to go to our respective areas and thank God, my team got the room. It was later we realized that even the room earners were not spared from hard work since we had to drag all our luggage up through a

long steep twisty staircase and slope. On that night I realized that YLC requires you to be active and hard working all

the time.
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Day 2: KHIRAD () 27th of December 2013, Friday.

After waking my team members and offering my prayers I quickly dressed up and headed out for breakfast at the “Galaxy Restaurant” a beautiful circular building to reach which again we had to walk a long slope up. The Day Champs of the Day were Shireen

Naqvi and Uzair Ausaf, a certified and a brilliant trainer. The day began with a Panel discussion (on Why are we the way we are?)

with notable names: Amir Mirza (educationist and design practitioner among many things), Abbas Hussain (Director of Teacher’s

Development Centre Karachi), Yusuf Basheer Qureshi (Graduate in Food Sciences from University of Nebraska), Leon Menezez (HR

professional, Graduated from University of Hull, UK) and Saima Khan (known to us all as the YLC mother). The discussion was moderated by Fahad MIrza (Model/Actor and Graduate in surgery from Dow University. These guys were just wonderful, they were so

much at peace, with so much experience they were ready to share. These guys came to success from difficult living standards,

faced a lot of problems in life ,got jobs which earned them in 100,000 rupees and they would just get bored , leave them and get a

job at another place if they were interested in it. That was their main advice to us I believe: Follow your Heart. Else you will get

depressed with one job and face many problems in life; change in lifestyle is important. We are disconnected and need to connect.

After the panel discussion, we had lunch, Jummah prayer and Syndicate Sessions of which I chose Science and Religion. Omer

Javed (academic researcher, author, public speaker and reader in Islamic and Western History, Philosophy and Social Sciences).

These were very knowledgeable syndicate sessions and left the rooms enlightened.

The night was special since it was themed “Cultural Night” and we had to dress up accordingly. After Dinner, where the pakhtoons

started their cultural dance and then others joined them, Uzair Ausaf performed a wonderful event, Umeed-e-Sehar” which shook

us to our souls. It was the time to get connected, It was time to bring a change , I thought as the unified cries of “Pakistan Zindabad” “La Ila ha IllAllah” filled the hall. The day ended after the Sufi Night in which we had to listen to a live performance for about 2

hours.

No matter what happens, how dark the night, the time will come when the Sun rises and there is light. For each of us no matter what we do,

where we do and how hope plays a pivotal role. To be without hope is to be without purpose. It comes down to us in the end for no matter what

we do, the Sun will do its job. (Umeed-E-Sehar)
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Day 3:TASHEEH () 28th of December, 2013, Friday.

The Day champ was Waleed Anwar and man this guy could really spark frustration in you and get you speeding things up. We had

the Key note on the Day’s theme like everyday. TPR (Taking Personal Responsibility) of what ever goes on around us was stresses

upon. Dr. Quratulain Bakhtiari was guest speaker and this was an extremely laudable performance of a retelling of some of her

projects and experiances in trying to improve living conditions in Kachi Abadi’s and Baluchistan. After this we had Life Skills Workshop with guests from Green Star who gave case studies like make charts on pollution or sexual diseases and how to prevent them.

The case study and tea break were followed by lunch and then a panel discussion. This time around the Panel Discussion (on Did

you Know?) was with Gulalai Ismail (Founder and Chairperson of a young Women-led Organization “Aware Girls”), Shahzad Khan

(Founding Director of Chanan Development Association), Raziq Fahim ( Founder of ExecutiveDirector of College of Youth and Activism and Development), Hifza Shah Jilani (journalist and social activist from Khairpur) and Afia Salaam (LEAD Pakistan Fellow and

member of IUCN Commission on Education and Communication). The panel discussion was basically on Millenium Development

Goals which include Poverty, Education, Gender Equality, Infant Mortality, Maternal Mortality, HIV AIDS, Environment and Global

Partnership. Shazad Khan stated about the beginning of a new debate, “The World Beyond 2015” and that if we want achieve our

targets then we will have to focus on young people. The youth (ages 10-12) which makes 34% population of Pakistan must channelize its energy. Raziq Fahim further stressed about asking questions no matter how stupid they may sound after all Newton’s

thought “Why Does an Apple fall towards the ground” was a stupid question but look what it yielded. This panel Discussion was

followed by guests from DOSTI “A project by British Council” in which work is being done on educating Lyari Kids, specially those

who mostly spend their time on sea, in football and the regular subjects. The football coach, the principal and a language teacher

were so inspiring that the whole hall filled with boom of claps at the end. Finally for the evening the only thing that remained was

Blood Donations, all participants were asked to donate only if they wanted.

Dinner at YLC was never without drama. Each Dinner had its own specialty and this nights dinner turned out as a shocking surprise.

This turned out to be the first and only dinner inside the hall. All those who arrived at the dinner were given different coloured

bands and led to different sections of the hall. The hall was actually divided in to 3 portions representing the poor, the middle class
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and the rich. The poor section was the smallest and most congested and they got pulses and rice in small shoppers. The middle

class was much better compared to poor where they were served with “Matar kay Chawal”. The rich were served by waiters at a

table, a different assortment of delicious items. Now the situation as like an anarchy, where for the whole time, poor section was

filled with fighting and raucously laughing people. The rich were unable to swallow what was served to them as they watched the

whole scene and the middle class simply watched and ate. In the end the lights began to switch off as the key note session, “Mind

Over Matter” began. In this various participants expressed their feeling, creating the drama and the sense of extreme tragedy. The

Ylcians were shown a recent award winning video in which it was shown how a very poor garbage disposer at a famous Burger

chain takes home the best of left over food while dumping the rest in the surrounding fields where children gather to feast on

those left over. After this session many people left crying with their teams and YF’s and recounted further tales and their feelings of

that night with each other.

Mind is superior to the matter body is composed of. It has a spiritual dimension as well. Mind over matter is about taking responsibility and acknowledging the prowess of the human mind; its infinite potential to achieve; and inspire the human body to superhuman feats. However a symbiotic relation is required between the body and the mind. It is said that one can achieve anything if one puts his mind to it. In this exchange, we

discuss and debate the potential of human mind and the indomitable nature of human spirit.



Day 4: Kalaam () 29th of December 2013.

This day began with physical exercises 07 00 clock in the morning when it was literally freezing in Karachi. After the regular breakfast, which had delicacies poori channa, halwa and lassi in the buffet, we had the keynote session on KALAAM. Finally another

Saadi Makhdoom Day. If anyone can make your day fun and full of wits, Saadi is the guy for you. The other day champion was

Zainab Riaz (A psychology student who fell in love with public speaking after YLC 2009). This day was basically about Education,

Journalism and Politics and we will soon see the very famous figures which visited the YLC. We were asked to write our biggest failures and share it with our team member in the start. Finally the panel discussion began on ILMPOSSIBLE. This was a British Council

Day so most of these guests represented it. The panel consisted of Fizza Inayat (From BC), Mustafa Chapra (Director in Coastal

Group of Companies, CBM Plastics (Pvt.) Ltd. And Founding Director of The Citizen’s Foundation), Sabina Khatri (Founder and Chairperson of NEEED Welfare Trust) and Amber Zuberi (Director, Operations and Acting CEO at Teach for Pakistan). It was discussed

how mother’s education is important in a child’s development and so BC has started a project to educate mothers all over the

country. After lunch, the next session was Policy Dialogue in which the visitor was Faisal Sabzwari (MQM) who was received with a

great applause from the party’s followers and his fans. His session was followed by Wasim Badami, who further answered different

questions related to Media and admonished that the Social Media is a much more better forum then the Cable Media for information.

What can I say about the next session, Pakistan: Past, Present Future by Javed Jabbar. This was one of the best and most amazing

session of YLC. Who does not know Javed Jabbar, the man who has worked so extensively for Pakistan. He lectured his subjects on

how Pakistan is the most uniquely created country in the World and History. Much of it is deeply explained in his book, “Pakistan:

Unique Origins and Unique Destiny.”

1.



Normally the name of a country is related to its people but no other country is there whose name is an invention and further

an acronym.



2.



It is the country whose 2 parts were separated by a 1000miles of enemy territory. Imagine America created with California and

New York separated by Russia. It was a difficult task to manage it.



3.



No other country was created on a 10 week notice. On 3rd June 1947, the separation plan was declared.



4.



The only nation-State created on the principle of religious identity which is neither the homeland, nor the head quarter of that

religion.



5.



The only Nation state which absorbed millions of refugees before, during and after its birth.



6.



The only nation state born with 2 hostile immediate neighbour states despite one of these States being predominantly of Muslim Faith.



7.



A state located on land with a 7000 year history of human civilization but which began its evolution with a Pakistani National

Identity only after becoming a new State.



8.



The only state whose future will become its real history: as its baby name and the country itself become adults in the time
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scale of history.

He further stated that we are a geopolitical hot spot of the world; a country situated right in between cross currents of History,

Islam and its divisions and cultures and civilizations. World’s eyes are on us. We have a dual economy: Official and Unofficial

with Official being weak with a great part of it being supported by companies such as Unilever and Nestle. Pakistan has a department Nadra which in 90 seconds told 5 crore population where to go for election. Nadra has been called at Nigeria for development of their system. Pakistan is the first Muslim country to have a 33rd women seats in election. He advised further on

many things. All the components of his lecture would be massive to state in a few words.

The following session was Media Sense and Non Sense by Shehzad Nawaz (Recipient of the highest number of International

Creative Excellence Awards in Pakistan. This began as a philosophical lecture which at first felt daunting to understand and

suddenly Shehzad Nawaz turned the tide turning everything into a blood pumping and exciting performance. He lectured how

brain is your biggest asset and when mind is controlled you can develop good or bad abilities yourself in a person. Furthermore

he stated how fastest growth of Media is in Pakistan and its framework was set up by Javed Jabbar. He stated how Media has

become a 4rth people of the state and an opinion maker rather then a moderator. He ended the session with 2 clips from the

latest film like “Chanbeli” which heated up the blood of youth and again the hall filled with cries of Pakistan Zindabad.

In my opinion it will be fair to state that YLC had reached its peak on this day. The day ended quickly and if you thought YLC

may leave you free for dinner then you were wrong. The dinner was special in a way that each individual was assigned a different table and he had to eat on it and connect with the other members on the table. The YF’s on the other hand served us as

our waiters. This was a wonderful opportunity to meet new friends and learn about them.

The nightly session was done with Kamran Rizvi who had been with the YLC team since the first day helping everyone out. He

even sat and discussed the problems of participants personally with them each night till 01 00 clock at night. Again the Ylcians

had to leave the hall find a new person and ask his mission and vision of life. He explained the acronym AVIRA (Awareness,

Vision, Ideas and Inspiration, Responsibility, Actions). In the end Saadi caused us all to shed tears for real. He had us call our

parents and tell them that we love them. Finally he asked us how it felt to have your YF’s as waiters and how we acted with

them and weather we act with every other waiter in the same way. One by one the sweepers, the cleaning ladies and security

guard were called on stage as we clapped and cried for them ending this night. This was the first night my team sacrificed our

room for another team which had been spending consecutive 3 days in the tents. The night was a very wonderful experience

and the tents were furnished with beds and lights along with an electrical outlet.

Each one of has the power to transform the world from his potential. Problems are opportunities in disguise. Inspiration are

purely human; it means full of hope. Responsibility means zero blame! (Kamran Rizvi)



Day 5 Irtiqa () 30 December 2012. Monday

Another pivotal Day. The day Champions were Zain Goplani, a trainer who could really make things fun for you and bring a

smile on your face, and Arsalan Larik, a friendly, funny and intuitive soul. The most important session was of Success Factor by

Razmiz Alalawa (CEO of Gulf Stone Training. He trained over 10,000 vice presidents and senior public and private sector executives in leadership development). According to him Success is our own lunch and we pack it ourselves. To achieve success:

Manage Energy, Manage your Dreams, Master Reading, Master Friends, Write Everything, Keep Good Friends, observe others

to serve others, Master Maths.

1) To be successful get up at 4 30 in the morning. Sleep early and get up early. All consistently successful people are early risers.

2) Do Cardio 7 days a week. You need to have a strong heart. Whenever you get tired, get your blood circulated. You need to

expand your energy rather than deplete. You need to have a strong body to manage your load. 3)Eat less salt, white sugars and

fat. Eat and walk for our bodies are not designed to sit. For 4.5 million years, our ancestors have been moving. Stay away from

Drama in other’s Life and Say no to harmful habits.

4) Manage your dreams for if you don’t have dreams you are dead. 5) Successful people always plan. 6) Successful people always ask for help.

Master Reading and Maths: forget school work. Being good at school are not the pivots of success. You can only learn to write

well if you are a good reader. It develops expression and increases your knowledge better than anything. Read magazines like
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National Geographic. Do 1.5 hours of Maths daily. The amount of effort you put into maths will make you successful. It is the

most

important language of 21rst century. There is no such things such as I can not do maths.

Write everything: Mind works on the phenomenon of imprinting, When you listen it does not imprint. People who write their

goals down have a higher chance of success. When people talk, take notes even if in forms of doodles, sketches or words. Keep

a journal.

Ask for feedback: or else how will you know where you lack. To eventually prevent making the mistake one requires feedback

from others.

Keep Good friends: if you want to succeed, surround yourself with people who desire it aswell for success attracts success.

One should rather be alone then with a bad company. Remember good friends mostly come from good respectable strong

valued families. Friends should be those who are sporty and competitive, not downers.

Say no to loosers: A looser is a person who uses emotional triggers to get you to do something. A looser is a guy who is intent

on destroying his life and does not listen to your advice.

Serve Others and Be brave: Brave but not stupid, Say “No” to things that waste your time Walk away from arguments for only

weak and insecure people take a fight. Be brave to be yourself; do not copy others. Remember not fulfilling your potentials is

the original definition of Sin.

Be prepared and be consistent: don’t put yourself in last minute loosing situations and don’t make jumps rather keep working

on a task and keep building on it.

Return phone calls. Send notes and thank you and say please and thank you to the people around you or related to you.

This turned out to be the best lecture of I believe the whole conference. After this was lunch which was a special event in itself, the teams were provided material and the members had to work together to build sandwiches which were innovatively

designed and fulfilled the requirement of team. Any waste of material would result in loss of score. This activity was completed

with a great unified hard work impressing the judges greatly.

After lunch another wonderful session :What they don’t teach you at school and the guest star was Asad Umar (PTI, MNA from

NA 48 and President &amp; Chief Executive of Engro Corporation Limited from 2004 to May 2012) It was basically a question answer session which turned out to be knowledgeable for many people.

Asad Umar was followed by a number of entrepreneurs in a segment called Start-ups, they made it. Shahrukh Chaudhary ( a

very successful entreprenuers who opened up 5 different companies in the last 8 years and one of them is an amazing online

platform), Abid Butt (CEO for e2e) and Tanveer Yousaf (CEO and founder of 14th Street Pizza) were present to recount there

experiences and promote their industries.

The sessions ended and everyone got a surprise which was :everyone got rooms to spend the night yay! The night was formal

and guys dressed up in suits and girls dressed up in decent clothes, ate dinner and had a long photography session with Saadi,

Umair Jaliawala ( CEO of School of Leadership), Kamran Rizvi, Zain and all other mentors present. This was a night to remember.

We are all connected through an invisible chain. However when the day ends, we have our dreams just like we have our own

graves

(Anter Prerna)



Day 6: Hadaf () 31rst December 2013. Tuesday.

Day champions for today were Umair Jalianwalla (CEO of School of Leadership, who was with us as host from start of YLC and

arguably the best trainer of all present there) and Hammad Saeed. Umair has the strength to suddenly calm the crowd and then

mock it and inspire it to do something. He began the day with the key note on Hadaf. After this we had the day’s first session

with Suleman Ahmer. He is a man who founded Timelenders in Karachi to further his passion in helping people and organizations develop powerful and worthy visions which has resulted in teaching, training and consulting work in 11 countries. Suleman

Sahab instructed us on what is a good vision. Each example he gave were stressed upon with further elaboration from inspiring
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clips of movies and documentaries. He said there are bad visions like, “I want to be rich,” or “I want to be satisfied in life”

If our visions are not great then we will certainly reach a pathetic ending. People are falling into the pit of depression because

of their weak visions. Great vision examples are : I want to be rich because I will remove poverty or I want to make Muslims self

reliant in defense training.

After this session, the YLC celebrated EBM (Peak Freans) and School of Leadership’s partnership. Everyone were given candles

and only one candle was lit from which the next one and then the next one was lit. This was to symbolize the connection theme

of YLC and If you thought you were left alone from the connection theme then you were very wrong as we learned after the

syndicates. The celebration was followed by a lecture by Tanzila Khan (Social Activist, Trainer and Writer) on disabled people,

her past, how a disabled person feels and how we should treat a disabled person so as to not hurt his/her feelings. Then we

had a visit from a sculptor who presented us with a slide show of extraordinary master pieces in his work.

The syndicate session I attended had the speaker “Atif Shiekh” who spoke on Disability Rights and Scholarships. Evening came

and if you thought you were safe and happy while working snuggled with your team then you were so wrong. The EBM activity

required us to separate and join hands with anyone we could find and then connect further to form a group of 18 in which

most people were not from your own team. Each team had to build a piper from the provided material. In the beginning the

members had a lot of discussions, some rough, some calm and when the time came to start building, there was a great rush

and after a sweat drenching 30 minutes, the piper was standing in every team, each created with a different innovation. We

were asked to take contacts of each member and keep a connection with them throughout life after YLC. Finally the evening

ended and the great night of celebration began. Happy new Year Everyone. This night was as much happy as much as sad for

YLC was about to end and we did not want it to end. We had finally realized that life throws us into a plethora of Khalbali but in

the end it is ourselves that we should tackle it. No curfew was applied this night and it was spent roaming the Resort and having fun.



Day7: January 1, 2014 Wednesday.

Finally, the end of the amazing and inspiring weak came. It felt as if I had been at Dream World with my team members for

months and it was hard to leave them. But before the end we got to view various projects which had been carried out by previous YLC attenders. We were asked to write our feelings of YLC on YLC wall and New Year Resolution on resolution chart. Finally

we were given shields and instructed on working on a project after YLC whose report will be sent to SOL and only then will we

be awarded with certificates. With Lunch came, finally, the end of YLC. With heavy hearts we left the grounds of Dream World

towards Airport. At least I had the peace of having my friends from FFC with me. I give my special thanks to : Ahmed Bokhari,

Irtaza Ali, Shanzah Javed, Aiman Ghaffar, Sofia Aman, Nawal Asghar, Mirah Samran, Anum Bokhari, Muhammad Rafay and Rabbea Mughees for being there.



There was so much to learn at YLC and I thank FFC for sponsoring it and selecting me and my friends to attend this conference. I

would also thank Col. Akmal CSR department for aiding us throughout YLC and later in completion of Social Action Project. We

hope in the future more young people will be able to attend for I believe youth at FFC severely needs training in good values,

for they need to learn not to waste nor to abuse nor think lowly of others or themselves. YLC will shake you to the roots and

have ever lasting effect on your life. You will certainly leave it wiser, better trained and considerably thinner. In the end I will

sum up by saying that stay united, meditate, work hard and don’t hurt others but serve others.

Live Silly

Dream Big Play Wise

(Saadi Makhdoom)
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Preventing Alzheimer's: Exercise still best bet

By Angela Lunde

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/alzheimers-disease/expert-blog/alzheimers/bgp-20055848



There are new treatments on the horizon, but we all wonder whether or not they will be available in time

for us or even our children. Let's keep hoping for a cure or prevention model by supporting research in

whatever way we can. Meanwhile, studies continue to point to physical exercise as the most effective therapy today to prevent Alzheimer's.

Mounting evidence suggests that physical activity may have benefits beyond a healthy heart and body

weight. Through the past several years, population studies have suggested that exercise which raises your

heart rate for at least 30 minutes several times a week can lower your risk of Alzheimer's. Physical activity

appears to inhibit Alzheimer's-like brain changes in mice, slowing the development of a key feature of the

disease.

In one observational study, investigators looked at the relationship of physical activity and mental function

in about 6,000 women age 65 and older, over an 8 year period. They found that the women who were more

physically active were less likely to experience a decline in their mental function than inactive women.

Another compelling study, conducted by researchers at the University of Chicago, was highlighted on ABC

News last week. The study used mice bred to develop Alzheimer's type plaque in the brain. In the study,

some mice were allowed to exercise and others were not. The brains in the physically active mice had 50 to

80 percent less plaque than the brains of the sedentary mice and they (exercising mice) produced significantly more of an enzyme in the brain that prevents plaque.

Dr. Ronald Petersen, director of the Alzheimer's Research Center at the Mayo Clinic, said on ABC: "Regular

physical exercise is probably the best means we have of preventing Alzheimer's disease today, better than

medications, better than intellectual activity, better than supplements and diet."
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